DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

The Manufacturer:

Motor Power Company S.r.l.
Via L. Da Vinci, 4 - 42024 Castelnovo Sotto (RE) ITALY

 Declares that the products:

1) PENTA 1 - PENTA 5 - PENTA 4 - PENTA 7
2) ESA 2 - ESA 3 - ESA 6 - ESA 9.

Subject of the declaration:

1) Motors DC;
2) servo motors DC.

Are in conformity with the provisions of the following European directives:


They were also been made in observance of the following standards:

- EN 60034-1:2010;
- IEC 60034-2-1:2014;
- EN 60034-6:1993;
- EN 60034-7:1993/A1:2001;

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.

Castelnovo Sotto, 31 May 2018

Stefano Grandi
CEO